The LaranEe manifold formalis is dapted to study the time-evolution of caustics associated with hiEh frequemcy wave promation in media with both spatial and temporal inhomoeneities. is assmaed. S(,t) may be regarded as a phase and A(,t,b) as an amplitude. Then substituting Equation (1.2) into Equation (1.1) followed by a re-grouping in powers of iA leads to
t)a2 (f,t) ,(,t) f(, A2g(f,t)(,t) = 0 (1.1) where, for definiteness, (,t) is the wave function, refers to the spatial coordinates, t is the time and A is a large imrasmter, a solution of the form (,t) = exp [ikS(,t ---respectively, the coefficient of the (iA) 2 term amy be ed as a Hamiltonian H = .
-f(,t)," + g(,t). 
